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Transient instability upon temperature quench in weakly ordered
block copolymers
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We report a novel transient instability upon temperature quench in weakly ordered block copolymer
microphases possessing a soft direction or directions, such as the lamellar and hexagonal cylinder
~HEX! phases. We show that reequilibration of the order parameter is accompanied by transient
long wavelength undulation of the layers or cylinders—with an initial wavelength that depends on
the depth of the temperature quench—that eventually disappears as the structure reaches its
equilibrium at the new temperature. Such undulation leads to a transient transverse broadening of
the scattering peaks near the Bragg positions. We argue that this instability might be responsible for
the experimentally observed unusual ordering dynamics of the HEX phase of a diblock copolymer
after quenching from the disordered state. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Block copolymers exhibit a variety of ordered m
crophases with periodicities typically on the order of 10 s
nanometers.1 The relative ease in the control of the molec
lar characteristics in these systems, such as the molec
weights, composition, and architecture, the softness of in
actions in these systems, as well as the long relaxation ti
generally associated with polymers, make block copolym
ideal model systems for understanding the physics of s
assembly in complex fluids. Recently, ordered block copo
mer arrays have been exploited for making novel nanost
tured materials.2,3

Through extensive experimental and theoretical resea
in the last two decades, the physics for the phase behavio
block copolymers under equilibrium conditions is now w
understood.1 In recent years, several groups have also inv
tigated issues concerning the kinetic pathways in vari
order–order and order–disorder transitions of these s
assembly fluids.4–8 Laradji et al.,9 and independently the
present authors,10 developed theories of anisotropic fluctu
tions in ordered block copolymer phases. The instability
sociated with these anisotropic fluctuations can be use
understand the initial structural evolution in transitions b
tween different ordered morphologies and from an orde
phase to the disordered phase.

In this article, we report a new type of instability th
arises when a weakly microphase ordered block copoly
phase with at least one soft direction, such as the lame
~LAM ! or hexagonal cylinder~HEX! phases, is suddenl
cooled to a low temperature within the same morphology
by extrapolation, is obtained by quenching from the dis
dered phase. We predict a transient enhancement of
wavelength fluctuations in the soft directions. For the sake
simplicity in the algebra, we focus on the LAM phase
10680021-9606/99/111(23)/10681/8/$15.00
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diblock copolymers in the main body of the article. How
ever, the qualitative conclusion is equally valid for the HE
phase, and in the Appendix, we briefly demonstrate the
stability in the HEX phase using the phase dynamics form
lation.

In the following, we first present a linear stability anal
sis using a simplified Leibler free energy functional11 with
conserved order–parameter dynamics to demonstrate the
ture of the instability. We then calculate the nonequilibriu
structure factor of a quenched LAM phase of diblock copo
mers to show the transient broadening of the scattering pe
as a result of the aforementioned instability. The latter p
vides the basis for possible experimental verification of
predicted instability.

II. THEORY

We start with a simplified free energy functional for
diblock copolymer melt of the form:11

F@c~kW !#5
1

2 E dkWG2~k!c~kW !c~2kW !

1
1

3!
g3E d~kW1kW2!c~kW1!c~kW2!c~2kW12kW2!

1
1

4!
g4E d~kW1kW2kW3!c~kW1!c~kW2!c~kW3!

3c~2kW12kW22kW3!, ~1!

wherec(kW ) is the Fourier transform of the order parame
c(rW) defined asfA(rW)2 f A with fA(rW) and f A , respectively,
the local and global volume fraction of typeA monomers in
the diblock copolymer melts. The two point vertex functio
has the formG2(k)5S0

21(k)22Nx whereN is the polymer-
1 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ization index,x is the Flory–Huggins parameter, andS0(k)
is the structure factor for a noninteracting diblock copolym
and is peaked at a wave-numberk0 which roughly corre-
sponds to the radius of gyration of the diblock copolym
chain but is generally dependent onf A . Following Fredrick-
son and Helfand,12 the third- and fourth-order vertex func
tions have been approximated ask-independent constant
which are denoted simply byg3 andg4, respectively. Note
that g3 andg4 are functions off A ; g350 when f A51/2.

We assume that the time evolution of the order para
eter is described by the time-dependent Ginzburg–Lan
equation for a conserved order-parameter~model B in the
classification by Hohenberg and Halperin13! with a constant
mobility coefficientM. In Fourier space, the equation is

]c~kW !

]t
52k2MF dF

dc~2kW !
G1h~kW ,t !, ~2!

whereh(kW ,t) is a random force with zero mean and a seco
moment obeying the fluctuation–dissipation relation

^h~kW ,t !h~k8W ,t8!&52~2p!3kBTMk2d~kW1k8W !d~ t2t8!.
~3!

In the case of temperature quench,T should be taken as th
final temperature.14 Equations~1! and~2! have been the basi
for several theoretical studies of dynamic issues in blo
copolymers.15–20

In the ordered state, it is convenient to separate the o
parameter into an average part and a fluctuating part,

c~kW !5^c~kW !&1Dc~kW !. ~4!

The average order-parameter can be represented as

^c~kW !&5(
GW

AGW d~kW2GW !, ~5!

corresponding to a superposition of plane waves in real sp

^c(rW)&5(GW AGW exp(iGW •rW), whereGW is the set of reciproca
lattice wave-vectors of the ordered phase. For the LA
phase of diblock copolymers, substituting Eq.~4! into the
dynamic equation Eq.~2!, we obtain, to linear order in
Dc(kW )

]AGW

]t
52Mk0

2FG2~GW !1
g3

2 (
GW 8

AGW 8AGW 2GW 8

1GW 8AGW 9AGW 2GW 82GW 9G , ~6!

and

]Dc~kW !

]t
52Mk2FG2~k!Dc~kW !1g3(

GW
AGW Dc~kW2GW !

1
g4

2 (
GW

(
GW 8

AGW AGW 8Dc~kW2GW 2GW 8!G1h~kW ,t !.

~7!

It is obvious that 1/k0 serves as a natural length scale
our problem, while 1/(Mk0

2) yields a natural time scale
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Thus, it is convenient to define dimensionless wave-vec
kW /k0 and dimensionless timetMk0

2. However, to avoid ex-
cessiveness of notations, we will denote these simply akW

andt, with the understanding that in the subsequent analy
the units of time and wave-numbers are, respective
1/(Mk0

2) andk0.
In the weak segregation limit, the most important term

in the order parameter Eq.~5! are those with wave-vector
uGW u51 ~in units ofk0). For the lamellar phase there are on
two such wave-vectorsGW 5 ẑ and GW 52 ẑ, where we have
taken the lamellar normal in thez-direction. We denote thes
two wave-vectors asGW 0 and 2GW 0, respectively. With a
proper choice of the origin ofz, we can chooseAGW 0

5A2GW 0

5A to be real. Thus, Eqs.~6! and ~7! become,

]A

]t
52S t1

1

2
g4A2DA, ~8!

and

]Dc~kW !

]t
52k2H G2~k!Dc~kW !

1g3A@Dc~kW2GW 0!1Dc~kW1GW 0!#

1
g4

2
A2@2Dc~kW !

1Dc~kW22GW 0!1Dc~kW12GW 0!#J 1h~kW ,t !, ~9!

where we have definedt5G2(k0)52(Nx* 2Nx) with x*
the value ofx at the spinodal of the disordered phase. For
instantaneous temperature quench, the finalt value should
be used.

Equation~9! represents a set of coupled equations t
describe the time evolution of the anisotropic fluctuations
the LAM phase. These equations can be diagonalized to
tain the largest fluctuation modes10 at a given temperature
Alternatively, they can be analyzed using the standard p
turbation arguments.21 For asymmetric diblocks (g3Þ0),
Eq. ~9! predicts that the least stable modes near the spin
of the LAM with respect to the HEX are on two rings in th
reciprocal space located atukW u51 andkz561/2.9,10 In this
paper, however, we are interested in long wavelength in
bilities in the lamellar structure upon a temperature quen
Thus, we only examine fluctuations withkW nearGW 0. Further-
more, although the analysis will not be presented here, it
be shown that the most unstable long wavelength fluct
tions are those with wave-vectors perpendicular to the dir
tion of GW 0. Therefore, we focus on instabilities with wave
vectors kW56GW 01qW where qW is perpendicular toGW . The
most significant fluctuations we need to keep are of the fo
Dc(GW 01qW ) andDc(qW 2GW 0). The time evolution of each is
obtained by settingkW5GW 01qW andkW52GW 01qW , respectively,
in Eq. ~9!, which yields a set of coupled equations:
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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]Dc~GW 01qW !

]t
52k2H @G2~k!1g4A2#Dc~GW 01qW !

1
g4

2
A2Dc~GW 02qW !J 1h~GW 01qW ,t !, ~10a!

]Dc~2GW 01qW !

]t
52k2H @G2~k!1g4A2#Dc~2GW 01qW !

1
g4

2
A2Dc~GW 01qW !J 1h~2GW 01qW ,t !,

~10b!

where we have made use of the fact thatk25(GW 01qW )2

5(GW 02qW )2. ~Note that terms involvingg3 do not appear in
Eqs. ~10a! and ~10b!: they involve Dc(qW ), Dc(22GW 0

1qW ), andDc(2GW 01qW ) which are negligible for smalluqW u,
as compared to the dominant fluctuation modes atkW56GW 0

1qW .! Diagonalizing these equations, we obtain two eige
modes with their associated growth rates~eigenvalues!. The
first eigenmode corresponds toDc(GW 01qW ):Dc(2GW 01qW )
51:21 and the second eigenmode corresponds toDc(GW 0

1qW ):Dc(2GW 01qW )51:1, with the respective eigenvalues

s1~k!52k2FG2~k!1
g4

2
A2G , ~11a!

s2~k!52k2FG2~k!1
3g4

2
A2G . ~11b!

Before we proceed to analyze the stability of the
modes, it is instructive to understand their physical conte
In position space, the first eigenmode corresponds to a fl
tuation of the form:

Dc1~rW !5c1@cos~z1qW •rW i!2cos~z2qW •rW i!#

522c1 sin~z!sin~qW •rW i!, ~12!

where rW i is the position vector in the plane of the layer
When added to the mean field order-parameter^c(rW)&
52A cos(z), this yields an order parameter profile of th
form

c1~rW !52A cos~z!22c1 sin~z!sin~qW •rW i!

'2A cos~z1u~rW i!!, ~13!

where u(rW i)'(c1 /A)sin(qW•rWi). Obviously, the above equa
tion describes a lamellar structure with undulation of t
layers in the directions transverse to the lamellar normal

A similar analysis shows that the second eigenmo
leads to an order parameter profile of the form

c2~rW !52@A1c2 cos~qW •rW i!#cos~z!, ~14!

which describes a lamellar structure with the amplitu
modulated periodically in the directions parallel to the laye
These two modes are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.
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We now investigate the stability of these modes. Co
sider first the undulation mode. To facilitate the analysis a
make the results more transparent, we use an approxim
form of G2 in Eqs. ~11a!, ~11b! by taking G2(k)5t1b(k
21/k)2 whereb is a f A-dependent coefficient of order on
that can be calculated from the exactG2(k) neark0 ~taken to
be 1 in our units!. This simple form captures the corre
behavior ofG2 neark0 as well as its asymptotic behavior i
both the small and largek limits.11,22,23The exactG2(k) can
be used without any difficulty, which only leads to insignifi
cant quantitative differences from the results obtained us
the approximate form. Use of this approximate form ofG2

yields a simple expression for the growth rates1:

s152t2 1
2 g4A22~t1 1

2 g4A2!q22bq4. ~15!

For a lamellar phase at equilibrium, from Eq.~8!, the
amplitude of the lamellar wave satisfiest1 1

2g4A250. So
the growth rate is simplys152bq4 and is negative. Thus

FIG. 1. A two-dimensional illustration of the~a! undulation mode and~b!
the amplitude–modulation mode, corresponding to Eqs.~13! and ~14!, re-
spectively. The parameters are set to beA50.5, c150.25, c250.376, and

uqW u50.25.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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any undulation in the layers will be damped. Physically t
damping is due to the bending free energy penalty for
lamellar phase at equilibrium.

On the other hand, when temperature is suddenly
creased from an initial valuet i to a lower~more negative! t f

corresponding to a final equilibrium valueAf5A22t f /g4,
the above growth rate becomes

s15 1
2 g4@Af

22A~ t !2#1 1
2 g4@Af

22A~ t !2#q22bq4, ~16!

whereA(t) evolves according to Eq.~8! with an initial am-
plitude Ai5A22t i /g4. Obviously,Af

22A2.0 for all t.0
and vanishes only ast→`. In fact, the amplitude Eq.~8! can
be solved analytically to yield

A~ t !25
Ai

2 exp~g4Af
2t !

11~Ai /Af !
2exp~g4Af

2t !
. ~17!

Thus we have an analytical expression for the tim
dependence of the growth rate.

Theq-independent term in Eq.~16! is due to the growth
of the amplitude of the lamellar wave, whereas t
q-dependent terms give rise to spatial structures in the tr
verse directions. At timet, the growth rate is positive fo
wave-numbers within 0,q,qm with a maximum value at
q5qo , where

qm5
1

2Ab
@g4~Af

22A2!

1Ag4
2~Af

22A2!218bg4~Af
22A2!#1/2, ~18!

and

qo5@g4~Af
22A2!/~2b!#1/2. ~19!

Thus, any undulation with wave-numbers in the range 0,q
,qm is unstable, that withqo corresponding to an undulatio
mode that grows the fastest. Note that asA(t) evolves to-
wards its new equilibrium value,qm andqo shift to smaller
values and eventually vanish.

A similar analysis ofs2 shows that the mode corre
sponding to Eq.~14! becomes unstable whenAf

2.3A2. Thus
this instability requires a deeper temperature quench and
disappears at an earlier time.

In the Appendix, we provide a different view of the un
dulation instability by using Eq.~13! as an ansatz and deriv
a dynamic equation for the phaseu(rW i).

To more fully characterize the fluctuations, we calcula
the nonequilibrium structure factorS(GW 01qW ,2GW 02qW ;t)
5^Dc(GW 01qW ,t)Dc(GW 01qW ,t)&. From Eqs.~10a!, ~10b!, we
can derive a set of two coupled equations involvingS(GW 0

1qW ,2GW 02qW ;t) and the off-diagonalS(GW 01qW ,2GW 01qW ;t)
which we will denote asS(q,t) and H(q,t), respectively.
These equations are first diagonalized and then solved u
standard methods for linear, first-order differential equatio
We skip the algebra here and merely quote the solution
S(q,t) which is the experimentally measurable quantity
Downloaded 15 Sep 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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S~q,t !5exp@L1~q,t !#H 1

2
@S0~q!2H0~q!#

1
11q2

~2p!3E0

t

dt8 exp@2L1~q,t8!#J
1exp@L2~q,t !#H 1

2
@S0~q!2H0~q!#

1
11q2

~2p!3E0

t

dt8 exp@2L2~q,t8!#J , ~20!

where S0(q) and H0(q) are the equilibrium diagonal an
off-diagonal structure factors at the initialt, and the func-
tions L1(q,t) andL2(q,t) are defined as

L1~q,t !52E
0

t

dt8s1~q,t8!, ~21a!

L2~q,t !52E
0

t

dt8s2~q,t8!. ~21b!

The integrals can be performed by using the express
for s1 ands2 in combination with the solution for the am
plitude Eq.~8!; the results are

L1~q,t !522bq4t1~11q2!lnFA~ t !

Ai
G2

, ~22a!

L2~q,t !522bq4t14t f~11q2!13~11q2!lnFA~ t !

Ai
G2

,

~22b!

where the ratio involvingA(t) is given by Eq.~17!.
The calculated structure factor at different times

shown in Fig. 2 for a temperature quench fromt i520.2 to
t f521.5 corresponding to a change inNx from 10.6 to 12.
Figure 2~a! shows the structure factorS(q,t) while Fig. 2~b!
shows the ratioS(q,t)/S(q,0). The enhancement of scatte
ing at intermediate times is evident in both plots. In F
2~b!, a shallow maximum can be observed in the enha
ment, which corresponds to the fastest growing mode
time evolves, the largeq-part of the scattering curves co
lapses to the equilibrium scattering function at the finalt f .
This reflects the suppression of fluctuations at largeq’s. This
‘‘cutting-off’’ behavior can be understood by examining t
functionL1(q,t). Roughly speaking, the sign ofL1(q,t) can
serve as indicator of whether a fluctuation with wave-num
q is enhanced or suppressed. SinceA(t) approaches its fina
equilibrium value exponentially@see Eq.~17! and Fig. 2~c!#,
for large t, we may setA(t)5Af in Eqs. ~22a!. SettingL1

50, we obtain

qc'@b21ln~Af /Ai !#
1/4t21/4, ~23!

while the wave-number corresponding to the largest
hancement shifts to zero according to

qf5F 1

2b
ln~Af /Ai !G1/2

t21/2. ~24!
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Evolution of~a! the structure factorS(q,t) and ~b! the ratioS(q,t)/S(q,0) for a symmetric diblock copolymer after a temperature quench fr
Nx i510.6 toNx f512 within the lamellar state.~c! Evolution of the amplitudeA(t) of the lamellar wave for the same temperature quench. For the struc
factor, the exact form ofG2(k) is used.
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Thus, the enhanced scattering decays algebraically e
though the order parameter approaches equilibrium expo
tially. This is clearly seen in Fig. 2: While the amplitude a
but reaches its final equilibrium value att5300, consider-
able enhancement of the scattering at smallq remains fort
510 000.

These predictions can be directly tested in experime
using well-aligned lamellar samples.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It should be clear from our analysis in Sec. II that t
origin of the undulation instability is not fundamentally di
ferent from the better-known instability in the spinodal d
composition of binary fluid mixtures.24 However, the specia
symmetry in the lamellar phase makes the directions tra
verse to the lamellar normal different from the normal dire
tion. Specifically, for long wavelength structural fluctuatio
at equilibrium, the deformation~measured by the local dis
placement of the layers from their equilibrium positions! can
be separated into a longitudinal~compression! mode and a
transverse~bending or undulation! mode.25–28 While the
former is penalized by a free energy cost proportional to
square of the first derivative of the displacement in the la
normal direction, the bending term is penalized only by
square of the second derivative in the transverse directi
therefore making the bending mode and the transverse d
tions especially ‘‘soft’’ and thus most susceptible to lo
wavelength perturbations. A temperature quench in ef
produces a negative square gradient term for the displ
ment in the free energy. Whereas a longitudinal instability
prevented by the existence of the positive square grad
term in the longitudinal direction at equilibrium, no suc
term exists in the transverse direction and as a result an
dulation instability develops for sufficiently long waveleng
perturbations. A similar argument can be used to unders
the undulation instability of the cylinders in the HEX phas

Although our analysis assumes an initial state tha
already in the lamellar phase, mathematically, our res
Downloaded 15 Sep 2007 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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should be equally valid when the initial state is the dis
dered state corresponding to a specialA(0)50. ~Technically
a small perturbation is needed to set the deterministic eq
tion Eq. ~8! in motion.! Figure 3 shows the enhancement
the scattering for a temperature quench corresponding
change ofNx from 0 to 12. In this case the effects are se
to be much more pronounced than for a quench within
lamellar phase as shown in Fig. 2. Again, the enhancem
of the scattering at small wave-numbers persists long a
the amplitude has reached its equilibrium value.

The Fredrickson–Helfand theory12 predicts that the tran-
sition from the disordered state to an ordered state alw
involves a free energy barrier for finite polymerization ind
N and hence the transition kinetics from the disordered to
lamellar phase will always be via nucleation and growth29

This conclusion, however, is based on a specific method
treating the nonlinear fluctuations in the disordered sta
While a number of experiments support the nucleation a
growth mechanism,30–32 two recent experiments33,34 seem to
suggest the possibility of either spinodal-like kinetics,
vanishingly small nucleation barrier, in the disorder–ord
transition in block copolymers. A clear experimental distin
tion between the two scenarios may not be possible; wha
relevant to our present discussion is that the lamellar or h
agonal order can appear on a large scale and without
significant time delay. Then, the ordering process can
viewed as a combination of the selection of the orientation
the lamellae or cylinders and the growth of the amplitude
the density wave. Our study thus shows that a newly form
LAM or HEX structure cannot be perfectly aligned but w
be modulated by the undulation of the layers or cylinders
the soft directions and that these undulations can persist
after the lamellar or HEX order~measured by the amplitud
of the density wave! is well established. An upper limit o
the initial coherence lengthL in the transverse direction
~along the cylinder direction or normal to the layer directio!
can be estimated. From the Appendix and settingA50 in
Eq. ~A8!, we get
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. ~a! Evolution of the structure
factor S(q,t) after a temperature
quench from a disordered state wit
Nx50 to a lamellar state withNx f

512. ~b! Evolution of the amplitude
A(t) of the lamellar wave for the same
temperature quench. Again, the exa
form of G2(k) is used in producing the
structure factor data.
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L5
2p

k0
A b

2~Nx f2Nx* !
. ~25!

Our results might offer a possible explanation of the u
usual kinetics observed by Balsaraet al.34 in a temperature
quench from the disordered state to the HEX state
polystyrene-b-polyisoprenecopolymer melts. These autho
report that for large quench depths, the transition kine
exhibit spinodal-like behavior. Using a combination
small-angle x-ray scattering and time-resolved depolari
light scattering, they demonstrate that hexagonal order
curs before the development of a coherent structure along
cylinder direction~which they call the liquid direction!. They
envisage the formation of arrays of hexagonally packed
inders with a limited persistent length at the initial stage
the transition and subsequent straightening of the cylinde
late stages, with the second process occurring at a m
slower rate. Such wormlike cylinders have been directly
served in a later experiment by Modiet al.35 These findings
are consistent with our theoretical results.
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APPENDIX

In order to provide additional insight into the nature
the instability and to provide support for our claim that
similar instability also arises in the HEX phase, we brie
sketch a linear stability analysis for the phase dynamics
both the LAM and HEX structures. For this analysis, it
more convenient to work in real space. Substituting the f
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energy functional into the time-dependent Ginzburg–Land
equation Eq.~2! and Fourier transforming the equation ba
to real space, we obtain

]c

]t
5¹2Ftc2b¹2c22bc1

1

2
g3c21

1

6
g4c3G2bc,

~A1!

where we have used the simplified form forG2 : G2(k)5t
1b(k21/k)2 and scaled the length and time, respective
by 1/k0 and 1/(Mk0

2). For the linear stability analysis, w
have dropped the thermal noise term.

We first consider the lamellar phase. We take the lam
lar normal to be in thez-direction and denote the positio
vector in the plane parallel to the layers byrW i . For small
displacement of the layers from their perfect periodic po
tion, we may write the order parameter as

c~rW !5A(
G

exp$ iG@z1u~rW i ,z!#%, ~A2!

whereu(rW i ,z) is the local displacement which amounts to
phase shift andG561. At the linear order ofu, we may
expand the exponential to write

c~rW !5A(
G

exp~ iGz!@11 iGu~rW i ,z!1O~u2!#. ~A3!

For the lamellar phase in the one wave-number approxi
tion, the quadratic term in the dynamic equation~or the cubic
term in the free energy! does not contribute because it cann
produce a sinusoidal wave of the chosen wave-number.
the cubic term in the dynamic equation Eq.~A1!, we have

c35A3(
G1

(
G2

(
G3

exp@ i ~G11G21G3!z#

3@11 i ~G11G21G3!u~rW i,z!1O~u2!#. ~A4!

The one wave-number approximation restricts the sum
only those values ofGi ’s that satisfyG11G21G3561.
Since eachGi561, the above sum reduces to

c353A3(
G

exp~ iGz!@11 iGu~rW i,z!1O~u2!#. ~A5!
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Substituting Eqs.~A3!, ~A5! into Eq. ~A1!, equating the
real and imaginary terms separately and using the ortho
nality of the function exp(iGz), we obtain an equation for th
amplitudeA, which is nothing but Eq.~8!, and an equation
for the phase:

]u

]t
5S t1

1

2
g4A2D¹ i

2u1S t1
1

2
g4A214bD ]2u

]z2

2bS ¹ i
21

]2

]z2D 2

u. ~A6!

Fourier transforming this equation, we get

]u~qW ,kz!

]t
52F S t1

1

2
g4A2Dq2

1S t1
1

2
g4A214bD kz

21bk4Gu~qW ,kz!,

~A7!

whereqW and kz are the wave-vectors conjugate torW i and z,
respectively, andk25q21kz

2 .
At equilibrium, t1 1

2g4A250. Thus fluctuation inu will
be damped at a rate 4bkz

21bk4. Clearly, thekz
2 term corre-

sponds to an inhomogeneous compression/dilatation m
Since this mode is already penalized by thekz

2 term, higher

order terms inkz may be ignored and 4bkz
21bk4'4bkz

2

1bq4. We recognize theq4 term as corresponding to th
undulation mode.~In dimensionless form, the ratio betwee
the compression and bending moduli for the lamellar ph
is 4 in the weak segregation limit.27!

After a temperature quench,t1 1
2g4A2,0. Thus, an un-

dulation mode with wave-vectors satisfyingq2,qc
2 will be

unstable, where

qc
252~t1 1

2 g4A2!/b. ~A8!

The maximum growth rate occurs forq25qc
2/2.

The compression/dilatation mode, on the other hand,
mains stable because in the weak segregation we are co
ering, utu,b and hencet1 1

2g4A214b.0. Therefore, inso-
far as the most unstable mode is concerned, we can sim
restrict our consideration to the pure undulation mode
settingkz50.

We now consider the HEX phase. A similar conside
ation to the discussion given above leads to the expecta
that the most unstable deformation will again be the undu
tion of cylinders because the compression and shear mo
are both positive at equilibrium. Assuming an ansatz of
following form:

c~rW !5A(
GW

exp$ iGW •@rW'1uW ~x!#%

5A(
GW

exp@ iGW •rW'#$11 iGW •uW ~x!1O~u2!%, ~A9!

whereGW ’s are the set of the lowest reciprocal lattice vecto
for the HEX structure withuGW u51. The cylinders are as
sumed to be oriented along thex-direction, andrW' is the
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position vector in they-z plane. Since we are only intereste
in the undulation mode, we have suppressed therW' depen-
dence inuW .

In the one wave-number approximation,c2 andc3, are,
respectively,

c252A2(
GW

exp@ iGW •rW'#$11 iGW •uW ~x!1O~u2!%, ~A10!

and

c3515A3(
GW

exp@ iGW •rW'#$11 iGW •uW ~x!1O~u2!%. ~A11!

Substituting these into Eq.~A1!, equating the real and
imaginary terms separately, and using the orthogonality
the function exp(iGW •rW'), we obtain

]A

]t
52S t1g3A1

5

2
g4A2DA, ~A12!

and

]u

]t
5S t1g3A1

5

2
g4A2D ]2u

]x2
2b

]4u

]x4
, ~A13!

whereu5GW •uW (x). An equation of this form exists for eac
of theGW ’s. However, since only two of the six wave-vecto
are independent, there are only two independent equat
which are identical in form. Fourier transforming the abo
equation, we get

]u~q!

]t
5S t1g3A1

5

2
g4A2Dq2u2bq4u. ~A14!

The analysis of this equation is the same as for the LA
case. After a temperature quench, modes withq in the range
of 0,q2,qc

2 are unstable withqc
2 now given by

qc
252~t1g3A1 5

2 g4A2!/b. ~A15!
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